
The Lockwood Major is the epitome of premium materials and 
acoustic engineering. Originally launched in the 60s the Lockwood 
Major became a studio reference standard, especially here in the 
UK. Notably, Abbey Road, Olympic, Chappell and Trident recording 
studios all had Lockwood Majors fitted to their control rooms. 

Famously The Beatles, David Bowie, Queen, Lou Reed and many
of the world’s best-sounding and iconic albums were recorded
and mixed using Lockwood Major loudspeakers. 

Every detail, both inside and out, has been crafted with effortless 
natural sound in mind. From the luxurious wood veneer to the
Dual Concentric driver, every detail inside and out has been
crafted with effortless natural sound in mind.

The 15-inch dual concentric point-source driver delivers
outstanding time coherence with accurate articulation,
extremely low colouration, exceptional micro and macro detail
and incredibly natural vocal reproduction. For bass reproduction, 
the 15” driver delivers outstanding dynamic drive, unrivalled
accuracy and high-power handling. This results in exceptional 
acoustic performance with minimal colouration and unmatched 
musical integrity.

The Major is a true Lockwood classic capable of stunning realism, 
effortlessly capable of resolving truly low frequencies and
delivering tight, fast and controlled bass with transparent
midrange and natural high frequencies with unrivalled accuracy
and detail. Unleash the ultimate audio experience with the
Lockwood Major loudspeaker, hear what they hear.

Floor-standing Loudspeaker with 15” Dual Concentric Driver
A Legacy of Acoustic Excellence and Iconic Studio-Quality 
Sound, A True Flagship

Lockwood Major Technical Specs

Dimensions
Width: 710mm     |     Depth: 448mm      |     Height: 1135mm

Power Rating
85 Watts (Integrated Material)

Loudspeaker Drive Unit
15 Inch (385mm)  Lockwood Green HPD/SL

Impedance
8 Ohms

Cabinet / Design
Free Standing Vented 18mm Birchwood

Weight ( Approx. )
54 KG

Input Connectors
Tom Evans Audio Design Pure Copper Binding Posts

Crossover Network
Lockwood A Series Crossover

Frequency Range
22-20,000 Hz

Decorative Finish
Unique Walnut Veneer


